Luther High School Conference of Delegates Meeting
February 6, 2013
7:30 PM
Agenda
1. Opening Devotion

Chairman, Pastor Shaun Arndt

2. Minutes

Secretary, Dr. Gregg Henckel

3. Principal’s Report

Mr. Paul Wichmann

4. Education Committee Report

Mr. Jon Hahm

5. Finance Committee Report

Mr. Kyle Rupprecht

6. Ministry of Christian Giving Report

Mr. Harry Mears

7. Building and Grounds Committee
Report

Mr. Paul Albrecht

8. Luther High Foundation Report

Mr. John Pieper

9. Friends of Luther Report

Pastor Roger Sachs

10. Good Steward Store Report

Pastor Roger Sachs

11. Old Business: Athletic program co-op
12. New Business A. Election of LHS Foundation Committee Members
Nominating Committee: Mr. John Pieper and Mr. Greg Lamprich (Sincere thanks to these men for their years of faithful service on the Luther High
Foundation)
B. Pastor Bartling’s letter
13. Next meeting of COD - Wednesday, May 8, 2013
14. Adjournment
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Luther High School Conference of Delegates Meeting
February 6, 2013
Principal’s Report
Enrollment Projections for 2013-2014 - The budget for next year is based on an enrollment of
265 with 60 freshmen. To date we have already received 54 applications for next year’s
freshmen class. Our current enrollment is 260. We offer our thanks to God for the privilege to
assist parents by providing a Christ-centered education.
th

Class of 2017 Days This year we are scheduling visits by 8 graders on several Fridays to

allow for smaller groups. The goal is to provide a more personal approach and more
meaningful discussion. Your encouragement to continue their Christ-centered education
at Luther High School is requested and appreciated.
Chapel Set up – The Student Council has helped to implement measures that serve to

enhance our chapel worship. During the class period before chapel all the tables are
moved to side, all of the chairs are arranged in rows, and the podium is placed on a
platform. Following chapel the podium platform is returned to its place, all the chairs
are stacked, and the tables are returned to their places in preparation for lunch. While all
of this takes time and manpower, it has certainly improved the worship atmosphere.
God willing, one day our chapel worship will be in our chapel/auditorium.
ALHS Annual Meeting - - Pastor Arndt, Mr. Hahm and Mr. Wichmann plan to attend the

March 8th and 9th meeting in Milwaukee. The focus for the conference is “Common
Core Standards”

Robotics – This year 12 students are working with their advisors in construction of the robot
which will be put through the paces to compete in the “Ultimate Ascent” competition. Upon
successful completion the robot will be able to shoot Frisbees at targets and climb & descend a
pipe pyramid.
th

Sound Foundation Performance On Saturday, January 26 , the Sound Foundation

participated in the Vocal Jazz Festival at the University of Wisconsin – La Crosse. The
clinician for the Festival was American Idol Finalist and UW-L alum Reed Grimm. Reed
is both drummer and lead singer for his band, ”Shoeless Revolution.” After their
performance, Mr. Grimm complimented the choir on their preparation, enthusiasm, stage
presence, and understanding of how to effectively perform vocal jazz music. The
clinicians also gave the group new perspectives on how to interpret and perform the
music. Sound Foundation is looking forward to taking what they have learned from Dr.
Walth and Reed Grimm, and applying it to their upcoming performances at the WSMA
Solo – Ensemble Music Festival, and Knight Revue.
COD Survey Highlights: 39 members of the COD responded to the survey focusing on
communication.
 41% provide oral and written report LHS report to their congregation; 36% provide only
an oral report; 10% provide only a written report, 13% do not give a Luther High report
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78% provide reports to Church Council, 16% provide reports to Board of Education; 56%
provide reports at Voters’ meetings; 3% provide report to Ladies Aid
Frequency of reports: 9% provide annual report; 28% provide quarterly reports; 25%
profide monthly reports; 19% indicated the reports are provided inconsistently; 9%
indicated they do not share an LHS report
LHS reports in congregational newsletter: 56% share LHS information in congregational
newsletter and 44% do not.
Distribution of “Cymbal”: 62% provide members with copy; 35% hand out Cymbal or
make it available in the narthex; 3% do not distribute the Cymbal
70% of more of respondents indicated that sufficient information provided in the
following areas: MVO, financial matters, tuition, tuition assistance; athletics, music, &
drama
Greater efforts to communicate information are needed in these areas: needed financial
support from congregations, student organizations (WINGS team, Pro-Life Knights,
NHS, Student Council)

WIAA Recommendation The WIAA is recommending that West Salem move from the

Coulee Conference to the Mississippi Valley Conference in 2014. West Salem and all
other Coulee Conference schools are not in favor of this change. Administrators from all
of the Coulee Conference Schools have met to plan a presentation to the WIAA Board of
Control, scheduled for January 30,2013. The following is Luther High School’s portion
of this presentation:

Thank you for the opportunity to share thoughts on the recommendation
f r o m t h e W I A A a d m i n i s t r a t i o n to move West Salem from the
Coulee Conference to the Mississippi Valley Conference. Regarding
conference realignment the WIAA Board of Control's fourth resolution
states, "comparability of athletic participation first, then comparability of
other school sponsored activities shall be considered."
Having joined the Coulee Conference in 1997, Onalaska Luther High School
is the newest member of the conference. We value highly our association
with the Coulee Conference, as it provides our student athletes an
opportunity to compete in 12 interscholastic sports. In five of those twelve
sports (football, volleyball, boys' basketball, girls' basketball, and baseball)
we have been able to offer opportunities on varsity, junior varsity and C
team levels. These are opportunities that would not exist in other
conferences consisting of schools with comparable enrollment.
Coulee Conference schools have been strong working partners to promote
participation, sportsmanship and academic excellence. The Coulee
Conference has also been able to partner with schools from other
conferences to allow their student athletes to participate in WIAA programs.
As they currently exist, both the Mississippi Valley Conference and the
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Coulee Conference are well functioning and respected conferences and also
comply with the WIAA Board’s goal of providing “comparability of athletic
participation.” In light of that, what is the rationale for the recommendation
to move West Salem from the Coulee Conference to the Mississippi Valley
Conference?
I n c o n c l u s i o n , Luther High School respectfully requests that the WIAA
Board not approve this recommendation to move West Salem to the
Mississippi Valley Conference. We would lose a vital and valued member of
the Coulee Conference.
Thankfulness - We express our gratitude to you and thanksgiving to God for the blessing you are
and have been to Luther High School.
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Luther High School
Conference of Delegates Meeting
February 6, 2013
Finance Committee Report

Mr. Kyle Rupprecht & Mrs. Nancy Rieck

A. Current Financial Report
B. Accounts Receivable
C. Tuition Recommendations
1. 2013-14 Tuition & Fees Schedule
a Technology fees
b.
2. 2013-14 International Student Tuition and Fees Schedule
3. 2013-14 Tuition Assistance Timetable
4. Tuition payment policy
D. 2013-2014 Budget
E. WELS Ministry of Christian Giving Update
F. 2012-13 Long Range Goals Progress Report – (Refer to attached Long
Range Plan Goals - In the “Explanatory Notes” column please indicate what
has been done to address each respective goal)
G. Heritage Fund
H. Financial Audit –
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Luther High School Conference of Delegates Meeting
February 6, 2013
Education Committee Report

Mr. Jon Hahm

1. Standardize Grading System and Honors Class Criteria – This is still in committee work
with the Faculty. Any changes are slated for the earliest implementation at the
beginning of next school year 2013-14. Waiting for additional data.
2. Co-op Report – Update presented by Joel Babinec.
3. Soliciting Improvements – A survey will be sent to all our parents, pastors and

LES principals via email and an announcement pointing to a survey link on our
website may be included in association congregational bulletins requesting
suggestions for improving Luther.
4. .Mobile Computer Labs – The donation of 15 laptops from Gundersen Lutheran
adds a 2nd mobile computer lab. There is a possibility of additional donation of
laptop computers. Funding is needed for software licenses, cart to move the lab
around, & replacement batteries. Approximate cost is $6500.
Work and planning continues on the first computer lab. Funding for this has been
allocated. God willing, these two resources will be operational in the not too
distant future.
5. Common Core – ALHS conference will address the Common Core curriculum
standards and how it affects our K12 schools. Report to be shared after the March
7 & 8 conference.
6. 2012-13 Long Range Goals Progress Report –
a. Expand website to promote guidance events – complete
b. Promote use and expansion of online courses – complete
c. Provide more faculty, staff and BoC team building activities – several
events are scheduled for Jan/Feb
d. Implement recommendations of technology audit – in process
e. Reevaluate grading scale and honors courses – in process
f. Sport cooping program – in process
g. Solicit school improvement suggestions – in process
h. Secure state teaching licensure for faculty – in process
i. Encourage faculty to join professional organizations/conferences – in
process
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j. Implement classroom visitation/observation – in process
k. Promote congregational involvement/participation to further
fellowship/ownership – not yet started
l. Take greater advantage of electronic communications to improve PR
efforts – not yet started
m. Strengthen relationship with WELS and its mission – not yet started
n. Develop extensive follow-up system with potential new students – not yet
started
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Luther High School
Conference of Delegates Meeting
February 6, 2013
Building and Grounds Committee Report Mr. Paul Albrecht
A. Part-time Janitor: David Adams, member at Christ, West Salem, is our new parttime janitor.
B. Bus Contract: We are in the fifth year of our five year contract with First Student,
which parallels La Crosse School District’s. First Student should have a five year
contract in place with La Crosse by February 1. Their second proposal for a five
year contract with us is for a 2% increase each of the next five years.
C. Insurance Quote: The Committee is reviewing our policies with Church Mutual
and has received a competitive quote. We will meet with the Church Mutual agent in
March.
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SOME FINAL THOUGHTS CONCERNING THE FUTURE OF LHS AND CURRENT ISSUES
BEFORE THE HIGH SCHOOL AT THIS TIME
As things begin to wind down and the end is drawing near (of course I know all things are in God’s
hands and He alone holds the future and maybe has a few more things for me to do and some crucibles
yet to go though, until He is ready for me in heaven.) Nevertheless, LHS is in my thoughts and concerns
for its future. The high school has been a big part of my life and is very dear to me.
As I see it there are some big decisions to be made. There is the building fund for a new chapel
auditorium (part 3 of the building project) and the Student Tuition Endowment Fund. There is interest in
both and each side pulls in its direction, often resulting in enlist debating, with little being done or
accomplish, and both funds sit there. The new chapel is now on hold with a moratorium on raising money
for it. This makes some angry and their interest and support decreases.
Instead of pulling against each other, why not pull and work together and get both things
accomplish. Why not establish a new “For the Future of Luther High School Fund,” and a vigorous fund
raising project could be started. With both sides working together much interest would be generated. The
donations and contributions instead of being designated for one or the other, all money receive would be
divided (50% for the new chapel and 50% for STEF, or 25% for chapel and 75% for STEF).
We are so very, very close to completing part 3, new chapel (some $200,000) that to continue to delay it
is in my mind a denial or not taking seriously the Bible passage: “Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and
all other things will be added to you.” (Matt 6:33) By seeking first God’s Kingdom perhaps He will also
add to us other things, like a greatly reduced tuition and other needed capital improvements. When part 3
is completed then all money could go for Student tuition reductions and capital improvement in a
perpetual Fund. The Lord will bless it because, according to His promise, we sought Him first and thus
will add these other things.
Two or three people could be appointed to lead the project, others to approach congregation and
individuals. Perhaps some individuals could be asked to contribute some matching funds. There is an
interest out there; people are willing and able to give. They only have to be asked, seeking God for His
guidance and blessings, show the importance and need, and of course thanked.
These are some of my final thoughts and suggestions concerning the future of LHS At the next
conference of delegate meeting I hope someone could present them and hopefully the proper resolution
passed. The Lord’s blessings as you consider and debate them. You are always in my prayers.
In the Name of Jesus Christ, Whose Heavenly Kingdom, the Kingdom of Glory, I will soon enter.
Pastor Mark F. Bartling
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Co-operative Team Ad Hoc Committee UPDATED 10-10-12
Mark Kutz (Chairman), Joel Babinec, Mark Loersch, Matt Schiebel, Kial Rushlow, Scott Kish, Pastor Galen
Riediger
Formal Meeting Dates
3-19-12
4-17-12
5-15-12
7-30-12
9-10-12
In February 2012, an ad hoc committee was established to bring recommendation to the BOC / COD
regarding co-operative teams involving Luther High School. Committee membership included: Mark
Kutz (BOC), Joel Babinec (AD), Mark Loersch (LHS Coach/staff), Matt Schiebel (LHS Coach/staff), Pastor
Galen Riediger (Christ Lutheran, West Salem), Scott Kish (Mt. Calvary), Kial Rushlow (St. John’s, Nodine)
The committee felt it was important to address two areas before even discussing any specifics about
how co-operative teams might be utilized. 1) Is the offering of a cooperative team a fellowship issue?
and 2) Does offering a cooperative sport team fall within the mission of Luther High School?
In our April meeting, Pastor Riediger led the committee in a Bible Study which focused on fellowship.
We used pages 203-209 in the Catechism to guide our discussion. We reviewed the Christian’s desire to
join with others to worship, pray, educate and spread the gospel. Such fellowship is always based on a
united confession of all God’s Word. Love for the Word, our own souls and the souls of others may
prevent us from sharing the fellowship we desire lest we give a weak Christian or someone confident in
his error the impression that we can pick and choose which teachings of God’s Word we wish to follow.
The committee’s first meetings were spent discussing whether or not playing on a sports team would be
a confession of a united faith. Pastor Riediger included the question of “would co-operative sport teams
be a fellowship issue” at his circuit meeting. While using one’s talent on a coop team is not an
expression of fellowship in and of itself, the brothers did offer some caution: 1) How would a co-op
team affect the Christian’s (and our school’s) desire to do all to the glory of God? 2) WIAA describes a
co-op team as “an extension of the classroom.” Is it wise to “extend our classroom” in this way? 3)
Could Luther High School lose its identity and focus by becoming wrapped up with other schools?
Secondly, do co-operative teams fall within the mission of Luther High School? The committee felt that
this avenue of the high school experience would not conflict with the stated mission of Luther High
School. In fact, it would complement the mission. We also recognized, however, that each request
would need to be addressed on its own merit and situation.
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Luther High School Mission Statement
(The red italicized printing are the thoughts of the committee.)
Luther High School provides a Christ-centered education that encourages and equips students for
life and for eternity.
Cooperative teams will give Luther students an opportunity to let their light shine outside the
walls of LHS. It would serve as an opportunity to prepare them for a time when they will
interact with those who don’t necessarily share the same faith.
VISION STATEMENT
Luther High School desires that its students, mindful of baptismal grace, live the holiness that
God gave to them in Christ.
Cooperative teams will give Luther students an opportunity to live the holiness that God gave
to them in Christ.
OBJECTIVES
Therefore, Luther High School will keep Christ in higher education by:
1. faithfully proclaiming and applying the Word of God through the teaching of classes, life
skills, and activities in accordance with the Lutheran Confessions.
By offering a sport program cooperatively, Luther High School would oversee student
participation in conjunction with parents. We would not abdicate our responsibility to
the student / family.
2. promoting spiritual growth and maturity through the proper use of God’s Law and
Gospel.
Cooperative teams would offer real-life practice applications for students involved to
use the skill they have been given – equipping them for life and affording opportunity
to share their faith.
3. encouraging and training students to share their faith throughout their lives whether in
personal or public ministry.
Cooperative teams would give students an excellent opportunity to witness – to let their
light shine.
4. instilling a desire for knowledge, understanding and wisdom while taking “every thought
captive and making it obedient to Christ.” (2 Corinthians 10:5)
Luther High School would continue to nurture students through advisors, instructors,
athletic director and school administration.
Co-oping with other schools can be an opportunity for our students to “let their light shine,”
much as summer leagues currently do. Co-oping may also provide an opportunity not usually
available for the student to use a talent.
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Since each cooperative situation will be uniquely different, we offer the following guidelines be
used by the athletic director in preparing his recommendation. These guidelines are based on
four questions currently used to assess implementation of our own athletic program. Each co-op
request will be handed on a case by case basis.
I. Is there student interest?
 Is there a club or other organization that can meet their needs?
 Luther High School will continue to enforce its eligibility requirements and discipline
procedures.
 Co-operative team agreements are reviewed every two years and can be terminated every
year if both schools agree. The WIAA Board of Control may terminate a co-operative
agreement for documented extenuating circumstances.
II. How will a co-operative team be monitored?




As Luther High School will not be the “lead” school under our recommendation, we
recommend the following steps be taken to monitor the co-operative team:
o Parents are the foremost liaison between the host school and Luther High School.
Consistent and regular communication between parents and Luther athletic
director will be stressed.
o The athletic director is directly involved with the day to day operation of all teams
at Luther High School. Any co-operative school team would be included.
o Luther’s athletic director would keep the lines of communication open with the
cooperating school’s athletic director, parents of LHS athletes involved and the
athletes themselves.
o The advisor of the LHS student-athlete involved in the cooperative agreement
may also serve as a resource to help address any problems that may arise.
o Athletes will be asked to complete an end of season survey on their experience.
(sample survey attached)
While we are not recommending that Luther High School serve as the lead school in the
co-op, we suggest that if in the future this possibility seems desirable, then all policies
currently in place for our teams will be followed. The other schools will be made aware
of our policies and can take them into consideration as they determine whether they wish
to be in the co-op or not.

III. How will the team be financed?
 The parents of athletes involved in the co-operative team will cover all expenses incurred.
IV. Is there a negative impact?
 Will the co-op confuse the community and /or our congregations regarding our confession
and purpose as an Area Lutheran high school?
 What is the tone of the coaching?
 Will the co-op affect Luther’s ability to offer our existing programs?
 Will large numbers of Luther students end up playing for other schools?
 The committee realizes the extra challenges that would present themselves if a co-op was
entered with a non-WELS school. Co-ops consideration should only include public
schools as the lead school.
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If the concept of allowing cooperative teams is approved, then the normal chain of command for
adding a sport would be implemented.
Athletic Director would prepare recommendation to move through:
Athletic Department => Administration => BOC

Recommendation: to give approval for Luther High School’s athletic director to
secure a gymnastics co-op for the 2013-14 / 2014-15 winter sport season with a
public lead school. This co-op would serve as a pilot program based upon the
guidelines stated in this report. The co-operative agreement would be reviewed
at the conclusion of each season.
Note: Underlined portion amended at prior to faculty vote with support of the committee.

Suggested Time Frame
September 7
Sep 10-Oct 5
October 16
November 7
November 14
April 1, 2013

Committee Work complete
Athletic Department => Faculty => Administrative Council
Board of Control
Pastor’s Day Discussion - Update
Conference of Delegates
Deadline for Winter Sport Application

Committee / Department Action
Ad-Hoc Committee

__7__

YES

__0__

NO

____ Abstain

9-10-12

Athletic Department

__10_

YES

__3__

NO

____ Abstain

9-21-12

Faculty

__11_

YES

__8__

NO

_1__ Abstain

10-11-12

Administrative Council

_____

YES

_____

NO

____ Abstain

Board of Control

_____

YES

_____

NO

____ Abstain
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Solicited Responses on Co-op Question
Summary:

Order of responses simply groups them by support/non-support
Responses #1-6 speak in support of the concept of co-operative agreements.
Responses #7-8 speak in support of not entering co-operative agreements.

Breakdown of responses: 3 Pastors, 1 Teacher, 4 Lay Persons
Response #1
I am strongly in favor of allowing our students at Luther the opportunity to participate in
programs we don’t offer at Luther High School. It broadens their opportunities at absolutely no
cost to Luther!
Response #2
My wife and I feel very strongly that there is no reason not to coop. This past year Luther had
the perfect opportunity with 1 student to try a one year trial program in gymnastics. It was
chance to dip a toe in the water and test the waters, instead Luther passed on it for more study.
Cooping presents a wonderful opportunity for our children to participate in sports LHS does
not offer its students. It also gives our students and parents a chance to witness their faith to
their new teammates. If the parents of our students that want to participate support the coop,
we say why wouldn't you coop? The potential student base in our grade schools continues to
shrink, LHS administration needs to re-evaluate all of our programs and make Luther user
friendly, not make it more difficult for parents and potential students to attend. Other
area lutheran high schools have been cooping for years, why not LHS?? I think it is time for the
administration and Board of Control to start communicating and listening to its association
families. May God continue to bless your work and lead the administration and Board to a God
pleasing decision.
Response #3
THOUGHTS ABOUT COOPING in SPORTS
I will admit that I have not done any deep study on this issue, but here are the thoughts I have:
SPIRITUAL
 I do not believe that participating in sports is a fellowship issue. Our students work and are
involved in other organizations outside of school in which their bosses, managers and
leaders aren’t WELS.
 I believe our students who co-op will have opportunities to “let their lights shine” (Mat
5:16). What a blessing to be able to experience those “faith-sharing” moments.
 Several graduates of Luther have expressed a gratitude for the religious training they
received at Luther, but felt unprepared for what the world was really like. Cooperative
sports may provide some of that preparation.
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PRACTICAL
 Parents who want their students to have a Christian education but have a student involved
in a sport not offered at Luther would not have to choose one or the other.
 Luther students would be given opportunities to use their gifts in unique ways.
 Luther High School’s reputation might get a boost from a willingness to work together with
another school in a matter that is not religious in nature.
While I realize the religious beliefs and world views of coaches and teammates might not
square with our students’ beliefs, I feel that parents should be given the opportunity to make
this choice for their students and monitor any conflicts that might arise.
I support the opportunity to coop in sports not currently offered at Luther.

Response #4
There are a number of reasons that I feel cooping should be done at Luther:
1. Most basically, I believe that prohibiting cooping in sports is an unnecessary restriction of
Christian freedom.
2. Some people view things as either black or white, it's either right or wrong. I think they
view the cooping issue with the idea, "There is a remote chance that someone might
misunderstand this, it isn't purely white, so we shouldn't do it." This black & white view is
especially prevalent in what has been termed the "Midwestern States German Ghetto" (Jeb
Schaeffer, former editor of The Northwestern Lutheran). Living outside the ghetto for a
number of years, I've realized that while there are black and white issues, there are many,
many gray issues too. I believe that cooping is a gray one -- one with a lot of positives and
not a whole lot of negatives that I can see -- so a pretty pale gray one at that. So, I view
cooping with the thought, "It's a pretty pale shade of gray, so we should do it."
3. Some other area Lutheran high schools are doing it. If Luther doesn't, it raises the question
in many people's minds, "Why do they allow it and Luther doesn't?" Tough one to answer.
4. I love and cherish our (and the Bible's) fellowship principles, but if we apply them too
rigidly, too minutely (and some might say too "un-lovingly") -- which is what I view
continuing to prohibit sports cooping -- we risk leading people to misunderstand fellowship
or to reject the entire teaching out of hand. I believe that if Luther does not permit
cooping, some might think, "then I shouldn't have a cup of coffee with my Catholic
neighbor," while others might think, "well, if that's the way the WELS is, I don't want to
have anything to do with them."
In summary, I believe that Luther entering into cooping with other schools would be a good
thing and should be pursued.
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Response #5
Although it is not likely that either of my daughters will be on a cooperative team, I feel strongly
that Luther should allow their students to be part of them. The Lord places all of His children in
positions where he needs them. Teams like these will be ideal places for our students to live
their faith. Who knows, and we probably won't know, who may be touched by the faith of just
one of our students?
Response #6 *This response came in after the committee’s report was finalized.
At (our) Church Council meeting last week, we discussed the request that a Luther High School
student’s family has asked the Board of Delegates to consider, that students be allowed to “coop” for sports activities with sports teams from area public schools when Luther does not offer
a particular sport in which the student would like to participate. As always, when doctrinal
purity and practice come into play, there was a lot of good discussion.
I would like to offer my opinion, which several others and I at the meeting shared. It seems the
biggest concern with this practice of co-oping has to do with fellowship principles. Several of us
felt that since there would likely not be any religious or spiritual activities taking place with a
public school sports activity, fellowship principles would not come into play here and there
would be nothing wrong with the student participating in the activity offered by a public school.
However, if a student wanted to participate in a sports activity at a religious high school, e.g.
Aquinas, then we felt this would be problematic and perhaps not something we would want to
allow. One other thought we had, was that if this practice is allowed for sports activities at a
public school, this would be an excellent opportunity for one of the pastors at Luther to meet
with the student and review what God says in his Word about fellowship principles and their
applications.
I pray that this issue can be resolved amicably and without too much divisiveness by all
involved. To God be the glory.
Response #7 *Submitted to committee after proposal was made.
I saw in the latest LHS Athletic Newsletter that you're looking for input regarding the possibility
of having Coop teams at Luther. I feel when this issue came up at the COD meeting, the Board
had not sufficiently considered the many cases where other WELS LHSs had successfully been a
part of Coop teams in their area. I believe there are great opportunities for our students to
shine their Christian lights as a part of these teams. I also believe if there are any problems that
arise as a result of these situations (either as a result of the student's actions or problems with
the coach/team), they can be addressed when they occur. However, past history seems to
indicate that the results of Coop teams can have a lot more positives than negatives.
I also believe having these types of opportunities will open the door for more students to
attend Luther and hear God's Word through their HS education, as there have been a number
of students who have not gone to Luther as a result of not having a particular sport. We should
do all we can to remove these impediments to maximize the number of students who are
building their faith through these important years.
I encourage the Board to identify a way to make this work. Other schools have proven that it can.
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Response #8
How would team prayer be handled? How would giving guidance in light of God's Word and
with God's Word be handled, assuming these are other H.S. not in our fellowship. Do we close
our mouths and not speak His truths when opportunity arises so we can have a soccer
team? I'm sure the committee must be considering these fellowship issues. Unless I'm missing
something with the topic, there seems to be some real issues here, a road that we should not
go down.

Response #9
I appreciate the invitation for input on the subject of cooperative teams. I am not so naive as to
assume that my input (or anyone else's, for that matter) will have any impact upon the ultimate
outcome of the question at hand, for experience and past actions of a similar nature within our
synod have convinced me that when God's people are braced with decisions involving
"cooperation in externals", invariably at some point in time, the question will itself become a
"non-issue", or a "no brainer", to quote what I heard from someone else in the ALHS on the
same topic. Thus, Luther will undoubtedly at some time, either now or in the future be
involved with other schools in some type of cooperative educational effort, so why not go
ahead immediately and save ourselves much effort and discussion? I guess the answer is the
same as that which faced Noah; he knew the world was doomed and that despite his best
efforts people were not going to listen and God was, in 120 years, going to bring things to a
drastic conclusion. So we also, knowing full well that Judgment Day is coming and that the
world is going to continue to deteriorate to the point that "even the elect would fall away"
were a gracious God not to intervene, prayerfully do our best to follow God's Word and apply it
to our daily lives. For that reason you have an appointed committee at Luther to study this
issue; for that reason you have invited input; and for that reason I am contacting you with my
thoughts, all in the hope of stemming the inevitable for a while longer.
I know where parents are coming from. They want the best for their children, and when God
has blessed those children with certain abilities and talents which are such that they cannot be
cultivated and honed at Luther, then we are prone to wonder why we cannot do as others have
done and cooperate with a school which is able to provide such facilities. After all, it is just a
sports event such as swimming or gymnastics, and God's Word would not be involved in any
way...or so goes the argument. And that is the crux of the problem. We must strive in
discussions of this matter to keep the true meaning of Christian education in mind:
1. God says "...whatever you do...do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to
God the Father through Him," Col. 3:17. Again, "For by him all things were created:
things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or
rulers or authorities; all things were created by him and for him," Col.!:16 On the
basis of passages such as these, we have traditionally maintained that Christian
education is not compartmentalized but encompasses every class, every activity, every
endeavor connected with the school. Christian education is "a living expression in
teachers, pupils, curriculum, and administration of the One whose Name it
bears," Gaebelein, Christian Education in a Democracy;
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2. President Zarling, in his paper, "Christian Education...A Matter of Life and Death"(If
you don't have this excellent treatise, I will be happy to forward it to you) speaks to
this point:
Means of grace ministry is a constant application of law and Gospel throughout every
classroom endeavor, curricular or extracurricular. Such discerning application is to be
evident in the teaching of every subject discipline. It is demonstrated in classroom
management that reflects Biblical discipline and not behaviorist drivel. It is seen in the
hallway “counseling” or the coaching on the court. Only then is the Spirit unleashed to
do his work of crucifixion and vivification. For through the law I died to the law so that
I might live for God. I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ
lives in me. The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and
gave himself for me. Whether methods or motivation or content message is the
topic du jour..., every faculty member understands that in this school, everything
starts and ends with the One who is the First and the Last.
There is much I could say on this matter, but in striving to be as brief as possible, I will simply
ask, how can we presume to cooperate with those who do not believe and confess the Lord
Jesus Christ as we do in teaching our children, whether it be the Word of God...or
mathematics...or swimming? When we are to do all things to God's glory, and when we are to
strive to live "by faith in the Son of God", and when we are to teach and instruct in ALL THINGS
via a "constant application of law and Gospel throughout every classroom endeavor, curricular
or extracurricular...'counseling' or...coaching on the court", then how can we possibly think of
joining together with those who do not believe as we do just to offer something which we
cannot at the moment. It boggles my mind that we even discuss the matter but such is the
work of the devil. He gets us to relax and rationalize the little things of seemingly little
consequence and thus he conditions us to drift further and further away from the truth of
God's Word.
This is hastily written and probably difficult to follow, but I wanted to say something while I
thought about it. I wish you and the committee, the board, faculty and administration well. It
is very difficult to stand firm when even our brothers in the faith begin to crumble with sound
"no brainer" arguments, but my prayer for all of you is that you strive to keep Christian
education in clear focus and perspective. It is indeed, a "matter of life and death".
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Area Lutheran High School Co-op Data
Note: Host = Lead School of Co-op, Secondary = schools that “attach” to the host
Request for data was regional (MN, WI, IL, MI)

Lakeside Lutheran
 Does not co-op. Reason: Not supported by mission
Winnebago Lutheran
 Does not co-op. Reason: Not supported by mission
Kettle Moraine Lutheran
 Does not co-op. Reason: Not supported by mission
Michigan Lutheran
 Does not currently co-op.
 Topic is currently on agenda to co-op in football.
Shoreland Lutheran
 Does not currently co-op.
 All of the requests (scenarios) that they have addressed to this point in time have been co-op
requests with parochial school of other denominations. Felt that these types of co-ops would
compromise ministry.
 Closest application is two girls participating in club bowling with Kenosha Tremper (public HS).
Wisconsin Lutheran
 Does not currently co-op.
 5 years ago pursued a hockey co-op with several suburban schools as an opening in an existing
co-op became available. Would have done it, but the school that had originally left the co-op
reapplied, so opportunity was no longer available.
 All schools in this specific co-op scenario would have been public. (the school that got out and
then back in last minute was private, non-WELS)
Northland Lutheran
 Currently co-op with Wisconsin Valley Luthrean (MO Syonod) in baseball and softball. (Host)
 Has been in co-op with Mosinee in gymnastics (Secondary School). Discontinued due to students
no longer involved.
 Recent board action has been to consider only co-ops where Northland is the lead school with
WELS coach.
Manitowoc Lutheran
 Currently in co-op agreement in hockey. (Secondary School) Manitowoc Lincoln is host. This
hockey co-op includes public and catholic schools.
 Future plans are to look for involvement in wrestling co-op.
West Lutheran
 Currently participates in 6 different co-ops with both public and private, non-WELS
 Host School: Football, Girls Tennis
 Secondary School: Boys Soccer, Gymnastics, Boys Hockey, Boys Tennis
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Fox Valley Lutheran
 Currently participates in boys and girls hockey co-op (secondary). Xavier is host for both.
 Boys co-op involves 7 teams: FVL, two Catholic and four public.
 Girls co-op involves 6 teams: FVL, one Catholic and five public.
 They have offered to host Xavier in a wrestling co-op, but to date no acceptance from Xavier.
St. Croix Lutheran
 Currently participates in four co-ops. These co-ops include both public and private schools (MO
Synod, Catholic, other Christian)
 Host: Girls Tennis
 Secondary: Boys Hockey, Girls Hockey, Girls Swimming
Minnesota Valley Lutheran
 Currently participates in eight co-ops.
 Host: Boys and Girls Track
 Secondary: Boys Hockey, Gymnastics, Wrestling, Girls Tennis, Boys and Girls Soccer
 Also previously hosted a Cross Country co-op for two years.
 Co-ops involve both public and catholic schools.
Illinois Lutheran
 No response
Huron Valley Lutheran
 No response

None of the schools that presently participate in co-ops voiced concerns of any negative aspects of the
co-operative agreements of which they are or have been a part.
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Q/A
Q.

Why does the recommendation only include one individual sport?

A.

The committee felt that starting slowly with an individual sport would be an appropriate first
step into the co-operative sport offering. As proposed, it would have no financial impact. In
addition, it would not negatively affect any current sport offered at Luther.

Q.

At one point, you as Athletic Director, were opposed to the consideration of co-ops. Why the
change?

A.

That is correct. I can only speak for myself in that change is sometimes hard and that it is
sometimes easier to remain with the status quo than to make changes, whether minor or major.
Previously, when requests were presented, I simply stayed with the status quo. With this latest
request, I requested that a committee be appointed to study the question further and make a
recommendation. Through this study, I had an opportunity to objectively listen to many
different viewpoints on the subject. A number of good religious scholars, whom I respect
greatly, have weighed in from “both sides of the fence”.
From the beginning of our assigned work, I wanted the ad-hoc committee not to focus on any
one individual request, but rather the two main questions of fellowship and mission. Without
those answered affirmatively, the rest would be a mute point. I appreciated their diligent work
and objective study. Through this work and a great deal of prayer, it became clear to me that
this is a matter of adiaphora. It is not a violation of fellowship principles. It can complement
the mission of Luther High School. Would it require a change in the way we do things? Yes.
Would it mean that we abdicate our responsibility to instruct and discipline our students? No.
We would need to do it differently, but we would still do it.

Q.

A notable omission from the report are answers to the section “Is there a negative impact?”.
I’m sure your committee did an objective review of the topic and must have discussed the
answers to the questions posed. Please resend the report with those answers as it will help
me weigh the pros and cons.

A.

The report doesn’t have specific answers because they are all general questions that the athletic
director would ask if there were to be a co-op situation.
To the first question, much is answered in the very first page of this proposal where the
committee did a study on fellowship issues led by Pastor Riediger. Through this deliberate
study, we didn’t feel that a co-op was a fellowship issue or that it would be oppose our mission.
The committee was concerned about entering a co-operative agreement with another
paraochial school, such as Aquinas.
To the second question, we would likely know the coaching staff prior to entrance of an
agreement and would therefore make that part of the consideration process. As in any situation,
whether a stand-alone program at Luther or a co-operative team, events may arise that make us
no longer comfortable with the situation. If something were to happen that would compromise
our mission, it would give opportunity for Luther to state publicly its unique mission and to end
any co-operative relationship. Careful proactive planning before entering any co-operative
agreement will be the key.
The third question is one that is currently asked before starting any sport at Luther and would be
applicable for consideration of any co-operative team. If through the normal process for
starting a new sport it was determined that this new offering would negatively impact current
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Luther sport offerings, then we would not consider the new offering (whether a stand-alone
sport or co-operative sport).
Regarding the fourth question, if that scenario presented itself, then we would likely be at a
point where the student-athlete base is large enough to offer the team independently at Luther.
In summary, we will never be able to answer all questions/scenarios that may be out there in
advance. If we move forward, it will be important to be as proactive as possible in the cooperative agreement that is reached. Every agreement may be uniquely different.
Q.

What does it mean if the committee’s proposal is approved?

A.

The approval of the committee’s proposal allows the athletic director to begin the process of
securing a workable co-operative setting for gymnastics for the 2013-14/2014-15 seasons.
Upon approval of this proposal, the athletic director would have authority to begin the planning
for Luther’s first potential co-op: Gymnastics. What schools would be part of the co-op? Who
will be the lead school? Who are the coaches? What is the actual cost? What is the name of the
co-op? etc. Once all parameters of the potential co-op are set, the specific co-operative team
agreement would be forwarded to the administration and Board of Control for their final
approval. In addition, by WIAA procedure, all co-operating schools involved in the proposed
program must also secure signatures (approval) from their respective administrators and Boards
of Education. Finally the conference in which the proposed co-operative team would be
participating also gives their consent.
In summary, Luther’s Board of Control would still have final authority on the exact type of cooperative agreement that would be proposed. This would hold true for any and all subsequent
co-operative agreement requests.

Q.

Did your committee discuss any other ways a co-op would play into Luther OUTSIDE of
athletics?

A.

No. The directive given the committee was to study the cooperative sport team concept. We did
not expand beyond the athletic venue.

Q.

I’m sure you discussed the possibility of a “team prayer” before or after an event. That would
be a fellowship issue. How would this be handled?

A.

Yes, the committee did consider that question.
If Luther were the lead school, prayer before a game would be no different than what we do
now – not a fellowship issue. Any athletes coming to our school to participate in a co-op with
Luther as the lead would be informed in advance of what we do and why. No different than
non-WELS kids who go to school here every day and are here when we pray. It’s what we do.
If Luther students are going to another school to participate in a co-operative team, then….
1) Public schools – not an issue. They can’t pray before games. This certainly wouldn’t
stop our kids from praying before the game or after or during!! It would certainly be a
situation that would afford us an opportunity to teach our kids about the importance of
prayer in all circumstances and situations. If a public school coach would pray publicly with
the kids….again an opportunity for us to teach our youth how to handle that type of
situation in a God-pleasing manner.
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2) Private schools – the committee realized the extra challenges that would present
themselves if a co-op was entered with a non-WELS school. While not specifically stated in
the recommendation, we did not think it would be wise to consider a co-operative
arrangement with area private schools.
In retrospect, it may have been helpful in this process had we stated that concern about co-ops
with other private schools?
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